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Uni�cation d'Ordre Supérieur via les SubstitutionsExplicites :Le cas des patternsRésumé : Nous avons proposé dans [6] une procédure d'uni�cation d'ordre supérieurutilisant un calcul de substitutions explicites. Dans cet article, nous étudions le casdes patterns d'ordre supérieur introduits par Miller. Nous montrons que l'algorithmegénéral se spécialise de façon tout à fait fructueuse dans le cas des patterns. Nousdonnons aussi les éléments d'une implémentation e�cace de l'algorithme abstrait etde sa généralisation au cas de la simpli�cation de système d'équations ne comportantpas que des patterns. Cette implémentation a donné de bons résultats expérimentauxcomme moteur d'un langage de programmation logique d'ordre supérieur contraint.Mots-clé : Substitution explicite, uni�cation d'ordre supérieur, uni�cation depatterns, simpli�cation de contraintes, programmation logique d'ordre supérieur.



Uni�cation via Explicit Substitutions: The Case of Higher-Order Patterns 3IntroductionTyped �-calculi of various sorts are used pervasively in logical frameworks and theirimplementations (e.g., �Prolog [19], Isabelle [22], or Elf [25]) and in general reason-ing systems such as Coq or Nuprl. Unlike functional programming languages, theseimplementations require access to the body of �-terms for such operations as sub-stitution, normalization, matching, or uni�cation. Their e�cient implementation istherefore a central problem in theorem proving and higher-order logic programming.While at present there is no conclusive evidence, it seems that calculi of explicitsubstitutions have many potential bene�ts in the implementation of such operationsas uni�cation or constraint simpli�cation in typed �-calculi. They permit the expen-sive operation of substitution to be postponed until necessary and, furthermore, theyallow multiple successive substitutions to be combined. As shown in [6], Huet's uni-�cation algorithm for simply typed lambda terms is a speci�c instance of �rst-orderequational uni�cation in a calculus of explicit substitutions.In practice, modi�ed versions of Huet's algorithm have performed well, despitethe general undecidability of the problem. Miller observed that many problems fellwithin a decidable fragment [17], usually now referred to as higher-order patterns.Uni�cation in this fragment is decidable and unitary, even for very rich type theoriessuch as the Calculus of Constructions [24].In this paper we show �rst that the general algorithm for higher-order uni�cationwith explicit substitutions can be cleanly specialized to the case of patterns, providingnew insights on why patterns behave so nicely. In this pattern uni�cation only somespecial substitutions called pattern substitutions are involved and such substitutionsare injective and thus have an inverse.An empirical analysis of existing higher-order logic programs [15, 16] suggestedthat a static restriction of higher-order logic programming to patterns is too se-vere from the programmer's point of view. However, almost all dynamically arisingequations fall within the pattern fragment. The need to use the power of patternuni�cation, while keeping the possibility to handle more general uni�cation problem,has led to the development of a constraint simpli�cation algorithm [23] which solvesall equations between patterns and postpones other constraints. This constraint han-dling can then be used in a deduction-with-constraints process [11]. We show alsothat the uni�cation algorithm for patterns can be generalized to a constraint simpli-�cation algorithm for the unrestricted case. This algorithm (augmented, at presentwithout proof, to the case of dependent types) has been implemented in SML as thecore of MLF, a version of the logical framework LF with a module layer [9] and in
RR n�3591



4 Gilles Dowek, Thérèse Hardin, Claude Kirchner, Frank Pfenningthe system Twelf [26]. It has shown good computational properties, although wehave not undertaken a systematic empirical study.The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 describes ��, the calculus of explicitsubstitutions that we are using, together with its fundamental properties. In sec-tion 2 we study the properties of ��-patterns and of pattern substitutions. Theseproperties allow us to prove that the transformation rules of pattern uni�cation prob-lems given in Section 3 are correct and complete and compute a most general uni�er,when it exists. Then in Section 4, we describe an e�cient way to implement thesetransformations in a logical framework context. We �nally conclude with related andfuture work.For the basic concepts and de�nitions of �-calculus, calculus of substitutions,uni�cation and term rewriting, we refer to [6].A preliminary version of this paper appeared in [7].1 Explicit substitutionsThe ��-calculus is a �rst-order rewriting system, introduced to provide an explicittreatment of substitutions initiated by �-reductions. Here, we shall use the ��-calculus described in [1], in its typed version [1, 5], but similar free calculi withexplicit substitutions can be used in the same way provided they are con�uent andweakly terminating on the free algebra generated by term variables (here also calledmeta-variables). In this setting the reduction variables of the �-calculus are encodedby de Bruijn indices while the uni�cation variables are coded by meta-variables.In ��-calculus, the term a[s] (read as �the image of a under the explicit sub-stitution s�) represents the term a on which the substitution s has to be applied.The simplest substitutions are lists of terms build with the constructors � �� (cons)and �id� (nil). Applying the substitution (a1 � � � ap � id) to a term a replaces the deBruijn indices 1; : : : ; p in a by the terms a1; : : : ; ap and decrements accordingly by pthe remaining de Bruijn indices. The composition operation transforms a sequenceof substitutions into a single simultaneous one which ensures con�uence. The sub-stitution �"� increments de Bruijn indices: n + 1 is expressed by 1["n] and "0 isthe substitution id by convention. For example, the term ((�X) Y )[s] reduces toX[Y:id][s] but also to X[1:(s� ")][Y [s]:id]. Using composition these two terms re-duce to X[Y [s]:s] allowing to recover con�uence.Using a set of atomic types that are denoted K and a set X of variables de-noted X, Figure 1 gives the syntax of typed ��-terms. Notice that we do not havesubstitution variables in the calculus we consider here.
INRIA



Uni�cation via Explicit Substitutions: The Case of Higher-Order Patterns 5Types A ::= K j A! BContexts � ::= nil j A:�Terms a ::= 1 j X j (a b) j �A:a j a[s]Substitutions s ::= id j " j a : A � s j s � tFigure 1: The syntax of ��-terms.(var ) A:� ` 1 : A (lambda) A:� ` b : B� ` �Ab : A! B(app) � ` a : A! B � ` b : A� ` (a b) : B (clos) � ` s : �0 �0 ` a : A� ` a[s] : A(id) � ` id : � (shift) A:� ` " : �(cons) � ` a : A � ` s : �0� ` a : A � s : A:�0 (comp) � ` s00 : �00 �00 ` s0 : �0� ` s0 � s00 : �0(metavar ) �X ` X : TXFigure 2: Typing rules for ��-terms.The typing rules are described in Figure 2. The typing judgment � ` a : Ade�nes when a term a has type A in a context �. Similarly, �0 ` s : � de�nes when asubstitution s maps terms constructed over � to terms over �0. Each meta-variableX carries its own unique context �X and type AX such that �X ` X : AX (rulemetavar). When � ` a : A, we say that the pair < �; A > is the sort of the terma and we also write a : (� ` A). Similarily when � ` s : � we say that the pair< �;� > is the sort of the substitution s and we write s : (� ` �). For the sake ofbrevity we often omit type labels in �-abstractions and substitutions.The reduction rules de�ning the semantics of this typed calculus are given inFigure 3. The whole set of rules is called �� and the whole set except the rules Betaand Eta is called �. A term of the form (�a b) reduces in a �rst step to the term
RR n�3591



6 Gilles Dowek, Thérèse Hardin, Claude Kirchner, Frank PfenningBeta (�A:a)b ! a[b:id]Eta �A:(a 1) ! b if a =� b["]App (a b)[s] ! (a[s] b[s])VarCons 1[(a : A):s] ! aId a[id] ! aAbs (�A:a)[s] ! �A:(a[1 : A:(s � ")])Clos (a[s])[t] ! a[s � t]IdL id � s ! sShiftCons " � ((a : A):s) ! sAssEnv (s1 � s2) � s3 ! s1 � (s2 � s3)MapEnv ((a : A):s) � t ! (a[t] : A):(s � t)IdR s � id ! sVarShift 1: " ! idScons 1[s]:(" � s) ! sFigure 3: Reduction rules for ��.a[b:id] by the rule Beta. Then, the explicit substitution b:id is propagated throughthe term a by the rules of the system �.It is shown in [28] that the typed ��-calculus is con�uent and weakly terminating.For later use, let us also mention the notion of long normal form of a ��-term whichis the �-long form of its ��-normal form (or equivalently of its �-normal form).The normal form of a ��-term has one of the following forms:�a; (n a1 : : : ap); (X[a1 : : : ap: "n] b1 : : : bq); (X b1 : : : bq):By convention, we consider that the later form is a particular case of the third withp = n = 0.
INRIA



Uni�cation via Explicit Substitutions: The Case of Higher-Order Patterns 72 ��-patterns2.1 De�nitionsLet us �rst recall the usual notion of pattern in the simply typed � -calculus.De�nition 1 A higher-order pattern, or �-pattern for short, is a simply typed lambdaterm whose free variables X are only applied to a sequence of distinct bound vari-ables, i.e. (X x1 : : : xp).As usual, we assume throughout the paper, that a variable is denoted by its namex even if its actual form in a term must be �-expanded.De�nition 2 A ��-term is a ��-pattern if all its subterms of the form (X[s] b1 : : : bq)are such that s = a1 : : : ap: "n where a1; : : : ; ap; b1; : : : ; bq are distinct de Bruijn in-dices lower than or equal to n. A ��-pattern is called atomic if all its meta-variableshave atomic type. In such a term all the subterms of the form (X[s] b1 : : : bq) aresuch that q = 0.In our approach to uni�cation, we translate equations in the simply-typed �-calculus to equations the ��-calculus [6]. Crucial in the translation is the propertreatment of free variables, since higher-order variables and capture-avoiding sub-stitutions are replaced by meta-variables and grafting, i.e., �rst-order replacementdenoted by (X 7! a). This gap is bridged through the so-called pre-cooking of a termwhich raises the free variables to their proper context, which, in our presentation,is initially the outermost context. This pre-cooking of a �-term a, written aF , isde�ned as aF = F (a; 0) where:1. F ((�Aa); n) = �A(F (a; n+ 1)),2. F ((a b); n) = F (a; n)F (b; n),3. F (k; n) = 1["k�1]4. F (X;n) = X["n].As shown in [6], pre-cooking is a homomorphism from �-calculus to ��-calculus.Proposition 1 Let a be a �-term, a is a �-pattern if and only if its pre-cooked formaF is a ��-pattern.Proof: By de�nition of a �-pattern, a free variable F occurs only under the form(F x1 : : : xp). The pre-cooked form of such a subterm is by de�nition of theform (F ["n] a1 : : : ap) where the ai are all distinct de Bruijn indices which areall lower than or equal to n because x1 : : : xp are bound in the term. 2RR n�3591



8 Gilles Dowek, Thérèse Hardin, Claude Kirchner, Frank PfenningDe�nition 3 A pattern substitution is a ��-substitution whose ��-normal forma1 : : : ap: "n is such that all its de Bruijn indices ai are distinct and less than orequal to n.2.2 StabilityThe ��-patterns are stable under substitution composition and under grafting.Proposition 2 If s and t are two pattern substitutions, then the �-normal form of1:(s � ") and s � t are pattern substitutions.Proof: Let s = a1 : : : ap: "n and t = b1 : : : bq: "m.1:(s � ") = 1:((a1 : : : ap: "n) � ")= 1:(a1["] : : : ap["]: "n+1)= 1:(a1 + 1) : : : (ap + 1): "n+1which is clearly a pattern substitution.� If n < q, then s � t = (a1 : : : ap: "n) � (b1 : : : bq: "m)= a1[t] : : : ap[t]:("n � (b1 : : : bq: "m))= a1[t] : : : ap[t]:bn+1 : : : bq: "msince ai � n < q, ai[t] = bai then as ai � n, ba1 ; : : : ; bap ; bn+1 : : : bq are distinctde Bruijn indices and they are lower than or equal to m. Thus s � t is apattern substitution.� If n � q, then s � t = (a1 : : : ap: "n) � (b1 : : : bq: "m)= a1[t] : : : ap[t]:("n � (b1 : : : bq: "m))= a1[t] : : : ap[t]: "(n�q)+mai[t] = bai if ai � q and ai�q+m when ai > q thus all the ai[t] are all di�erentde Bruijn indices. They are and lower than or equal to (n � q) +m and thuss � t is a pattern substitution.It may be the case that the normal form of ap[t] is the de Bruijn index (n�q)+min this case the substitution s�t can still be reduced to a1[t] : : : ap�1[t]: "(n�q)+m�1,in this case the indices a1[t], ap�1[t] are still distinct and they are lower thanINRIA



Uni�cation via Explicit Substitutions: The Case of Higher-Order Patterns 9or equal to (n� q)+m and di�erent from (n� q)+m thus they are lower thanor equal to (n� q) +m� 1.The same holds if again ap�1[t] = (n� q) +m� 1, etc. 2Proposition 3 The image of an atomic pattern a under a pattern substitution s isan atomic pattern.Proof: By induction on the structure of the normal form of a.� If a = �b then a[s] = (�b)[s] = �(b[1:(s� ")]). By the previous lemma, thenormal form of the substitution 1:(s � ") is a pattern substitution andthus by the induction hypothesis the normal form of the term b[1:(s � ")]is an atomic pattern. Thus the normal form of a[s] is an atomic pattern.� If a = (m b1 : : : bp) then a[s] = (m[s] b1[s] : : : bp[s]). By inductionhypothesis the normal form of b1[s]; : : : ; bp[s] are atomic patterns. Thusthe normal form of a[s] is an atomic pattern.� If a = X[t] then a[s] = X[t � s]. By the previous lemma, the normal formof t�s is a pattern substitution. Thus the normal form of a[s] is an atomicpattern.2Proposition 4 Atomic patterns are stable under pattern grafting, i.e. for anyatomic patterns a and b, the normal form of (X 7! b)a is an atomic pattern.Proof: By induction on the structure of a.� If a = �a0 then (X 7! b)a = �(X 7! b)a0, by induction hypothesis thenormal form of (X 7! b)a0 is an atomic pattern. Thus the normal form of(X 7! b)a is an atomic pattern.� If a = (m a01 : : : a0p) then (X 7! b)a = (m (X 7! b)a01 : : : (X 7! b)a0p). Byinduction hypothesis the normal forms of the terms (X 7! b)a0i are atomicpatterns and thus the normal form of (X 7! b)a is an atomic pattern.� If a = Y [s] (Y 6= X) then (X 7! b)a = Y [s] and thus it is an atomicpattern.� If a = X[s] then (X 7! b)a = b[s] and its normal form is an atomic patternby the previous lemma.
RR n�3591



10 Gilles Dowek, Thérèse Hardin, Claude Kirchner, Frank Pfenning2As mentioned above the properties of pattern uni�cation rely on algebraic prop-erties of pattern substitutions such as injectivity. We focus now on the properties ofthese substitutions.2.3 InjectivityProposition 5 Let a1; : : : ; ap be numbers and s = a1 : : : ap: "n be a pattern substi-tution. Consider the substitution s = e1 : : : en: "p where by de�nition:� for all i such that 1 � i � p, eai = i,� otherwise ei = Z for some new variable Z.Then we have s � s =� id.Proof: First notice that the ej are well de�ned since all the ai are assumed to bedistinct.s � s = (a1 : : : ap: "n) � (e1 : : : en: "p) = (a1[s] : : : ap[s]: "n �s). But since p � n,ai[s] = eai = i, thus s � s = (1 : : : p: "p) = id. 2For example a right inverse of the pattern substitution s = (1:3:4: "5) is s =(1:W:2:3:Z: "3) since s � s = (1:3:4: "5) � (1:W:2:3:Z: "3) =� (1:2:3: "3) =� id.Notice that, as in this example, a right inverse of a pattern substitution is notitself a pattern substitution in general.As composition is to be read from left to right, we have the following corollary.Corollary 1 Any pattern substitution is injective.2.4 ImagePattern substitutions are injective, thus an equation of the form X[s] =?�� b has atmost one solution. But they need not be surjective, thus such an equation may haveno solution. In this section we show that given a pattern substitution s and a terma we can decide if a is in the image of s and if so we can compute the preimage of aunder s.De�nition 4 A de Bruijn index k is said to occur in a normal term (resp. a normalsubstitution): INRIA



Uni�cation via Explicit Substitutions: The Case of Higher-Order Patterns 11� �a, if k + 1 occurs in a,� (n a1 : : : ap), if k = n or k occurs in some ai,� (X[s] a1 : : : ap), if k occurs in s or in some ai,� a1 : : : ap: "n, if k occurs in some ai or if k > n.For example, the index 1 occurs in the term �2, but the index 2 does not. Anyindex occurs in (X a1 : : : ap) (to be read as (X["0] a1 : : : ap)).Only a �nite number of indices do not occur in a substitution s and one cancompute this �nite set. Then for each index, one can check if it occurs in a term a.Thus one can decide if all the indices occurring in a occur in s.Proposition 6 (Inversion lemma) Let s be a pattern substitution, a be a normalterm (resp. t be a normal substitution). There exists a term a0 (resp. a substitutiont0) such that a = a0[s] (resp. t = t0 � s) if and only if every index occurring in a (resp.t) occurs in s.Proof: By induction over the structure of a (resp. t).� If a = �b thenthere exists a0, a = a0[s]if and only if there exists b0, a = (�b0)[s] (because the long normal formof a0 is of the form �b0),if and only if there exists b0, b = b0[1:(s � ")],if and only if every index occurring in b occurs in 1:(s � "),if and only if for every index k such that k + 1 occurs in b, k + 1 occursin 1:(s � "),if and only if for every k such that k + 1 occurs in b, k occurs in s,if and only if every index occurring in a occurs in s.� If a = (m b1 : : : bq) thenthere exists a0; a = a0[s]if and only if there exists m0; b01; : : : ; b0q, a = (m0 b01 : : : b0q)[s],if and only if there exists m0; b01; : : : ; b0q, m = m0[s] and bi = b0i[s],if and only if m occurs in s and every index occurring in bi occurs in s,if and only if every index occurring in a occurs in s.� If a = (Y [t] b1 : : : bq) thenthere exists a0 such that a = a0[s]RR n�3591



12 Gilles Dowek, Thérèse Hardin, Claude Kirchner, Frank Pfenningif and only if there exists t0; b01; : : : ; b0q such that a = (Y [t0] b01 : : : b0q)[s],if and only if there exists t0; b01; : : : ; b0q such that t = t0 � s and bi = b0i[s],if and only for every index occurring in t, b1 : : : bq, occurs in s,if and only if every index occurring in a occurs in s.� If t = b1 : : : bq: "m then let s be e1 : : : ep: "n.There exists t0 such that t = t0 � sif and only if there exists t0 of the form c1 : : : cq+n+r: "p+l such that t =t0 � s,(i.e. expanding the substitution t0 enough, we can assume without loss ofgenerality that it has more that q+n terms and that the exponent of theshift is bigger than p)if and only if there exists c1, . . . , cq+n+r, l such that c1[s] = b1, . . . ,cq[s] = bq, cq+1[s] = m+ 1, . . . , cq+n+r[s] = m+ n+ r, "l+n="m+n+r,if and only if every index occurring in bi occurs in s, m+1, . . . , m+n+ roccur in s,if and only if every index occurring in t occurs in s.2For instance, the term (2 3) is in the image of " because 1 does not occur in it.Thus the equation X["] =?�� (2 3) has a solution (X = (1 2)). But the term (1 3) isnot in the image of " because 1 occurs in it. Thus the equation X["] =?�� (1 3) hasno solution.Proposition 7 Let s be a pattern substitution, a be a normal term (resp. t be anormal substitution) such that the normal form of a[s] is an atomic pattern (resp.the normal form of t � s is a pattern substitution) then a is an atomic pattern (resp.t is a pattern substitution).Proof: By induction over the structure of a (resp. t).� If a = �b then a[s] = �b[1:(s � ")]. As a[s] is an atomic pattern, thenb[1:(s � ")] is an atomic pattern, thus b is an atomic pattern and a is anatomic pattern.� If a = (m b1 : : : bq) then a[s] = (m[s] b1[s] : : : bq[s]). As a[s] is anatomic pattern, then b1[s], . . . , bq[s] are atomic patterns, thus b1, . . . , bqare atomic patterns and a is an atomic pattern.
INRIA



Uni�cation via Explicit Substitutions: The Case of Higher-Order Patterns 13� If a = X[t] then a[s] = X[t � s]. As a[s] is an atomic pattern, then t � s isa pattern substitution, thus t is a pattern substitution and a is an atomicpattern.� If t = b1 : : : bq: "m then let a1:::ap: "n be the substitution s. We havet � s = b1[s] : : : bq[s]:am+1 : : : ap: "nif m < p, and t � s = b1[s] : : : bq[s]: "(m�p)+nif m � p.In both cases, since t�s is a pattern substitution, b1[s] . . . bq[s] are distinctindexes lower than or equal to n. Thus b1, . . . , bq are de Bruijn indicesand they are distinct.If some bi is greater than m, say bi = m+ r then we would get i[t] = bi =(q+r)[t]. Thus i[t�s] = (q+r)[t�s] and this would contradict injectivity.2Proposition 8 Let s be a pattern substitution, a be a normal term (resp. t be anormal substitution). If there exists a term a0 (resp. a substitution t0) such thata = a0[s] (resp. t = t0 � s) then a0 = a[s] (resp. t0 = t � s).Proof: If a = a0[s] then a[s] = a0[s][s] = a0[s � s] = a0[id] = a0.If t = t0 � s then t � s = t0 � s � s0 = t0 � id = t0. 22.5 FixpointsAs we shall see below, when we have an equation of the formX =?�� t, then three casesmay occur. When X has no occurrence in t, X can be replaced by t everywhere.If X occurs in t but not at top level, then we shall see that the equation has nosolution. The third case is that of equations of the form X =?�� X[s]. So, in thissection we give a characterization of the �xpoints of a pattern substitution s.Proposition 9 Let s be a pattern substitution, a be a normal term (resp. t bea normal substitution). We have a[s] = a (resp. t � s = t) if and only if every koccurring in a (resp. t) is a �xpoint of s (i.e. is such that k[s] = k).Proof: By induction on the structure of a (resp. t).
RR n�3591



14 Gilles Dowek, Thérèse Hardin, Claude Kirchner, Frank Pfenning� if a = �b thena[s] = aif and only if b[1:s � "] = b,if and only if every k occurring in b is such that k[1:s � "] = k,if and only if every k such that k+1 occurs in b is such that (k+1)[1:s � "] = k + 1,if and only if every k such that k + 1 occurs in b is such that k[s] = k,if and only if every index occurring in a is a �xpoint of s.� If a = (n b1 : : : bp) thena[s] = aif and only if n[s] = n and bi[s] = bi,if and only if n[s] = n and every index occurring in some bi is a �xpointof s,if and only if every index occurring in a is a �xpoint of s.� If a = (X[t] b1 : : : bp) thena[s] = aif and only if bi[s] = bi, t � s = t,if and only if every index occurring in some bi is a �xpoint of s and everyindex occurring in t is a �xpoint of s,if and only if every index occurring in a is a �xpoint of s.� If t = b1 : : : bp: "n thent � s = tif and only if b1[s] : : : bp[s]:("n �s) = b1 : : : bp: "n ,if and only if b1[s] = b1, . . . , bp[s] = bp and "n �s ="n,if and only if all the indices occurring in b1; : : : ; bp are �xpoints of s andfor every r, r["n �s] = r["n],if and only if all the indices occurring in b1; : : : ; bp are �xpoints of s andfor every r, (r + n)[s] = r + n,if and only if every index occurring in t is a �xpoint of s.23 Pattern uni�cation3.1 Transformation rulesLet us �rst de�ne the equation systems on which we are working now.
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Uni�cation via Explicit Substitutions: The Case of Higher-Order Patterns 15De�nition 5 The language of (uni�cation) constraints is de�ned by [10]:C ::= (� ` a =?�� b) j T j F j (C1 ^ C2) j (9X:C)Here T represents the constraint that is always satis�ed, F the unsatis�able con-straint, a and b are any ��-terms of the same type in a context �, and X 2 X . Theset of term variables of a constraint P (resp. of a term a) is denoted Var(P ) (resp.Var(a)). A constraint is sometimes called a system.We take propositional constraint simpli�cation (such as C ^T 7!7! C) for grantedand generally assume that constraints are maintained in prenex form. For simplicity,we often omit the leading existential quanti�ers and the context � associated withequations.De�nition 6 A ��-pattern uni�cation problem is any uni�cation constraint, builtonly on ��-patterns.As usual, a ��-uni�er (also called a solution) of a constraint P is a graftingmaking the two sides of every equation of P equal modulo ��. The set of ��-uni�ersof a system P is denoted U��(P ). In our setting, the solution of a ��-patternuni�cation is the result of the simpli�cation of the initial problem to a solved form.De�nition 7 A ��-pattern solved form is any conjunction of equations:9~Z: X1 =?�� a1 ^ � � � ^ Xn =?�� ansuch that 81 � i � n;Xi 2 X , ai is a pattern, and:(i) 81 � i < j � n Xi 6= Xj ;(ii) 81 � i; j � n Xi =2 Var(aj);(iii) 81 � i � n Xi =2 ~Z;(iv) 8Z 2 ~Z;91 � j � n Z 2 Var(aj):Note that �exible-�exible equations (see [6]) do not occur in ��-pattern solvedforms. A solved form therefore trivially determines a unique grafting which is itsuni�er. In order to state the transformation rules, we need the following de�nitionsand properties. When a de Bruijn index has an occurrence in a term, we can considertwo cases. First, when there is no variable on the path from the root of the term tothe index, this index cannot be removed by any substitution. In this case, it is saidto have a rigid occurrence. Otherwise the occurrence is said to be �exible.RR n�3591



16 Gilles Dowek, Thérèse Hardin, Claude Kirchner, Frank PfenningDe�nition 8 A de Bruijn index k is said to have a rigid occurrence in an atomicpattern� �a if k + 1 has a rigid occurrence in a,� (n a1 : : : ap) if k = n or k has a rigid occurrence in some ai,� X[s] never.De�nition 9 A de Bruijn index k is said to have a �exible occurrence in an atomicpattern:� �a if k + 1 has a �exible occurrence in a,� (n a1 : : : ap) if k has a �exible occurrence in some ai,� X[a1 : : : ap: "n] if some ai is k or if k > n.Proposition 10 If k has a �exible occurrence in a then a has a subterm of the formX[a1 : : : ap: "n] under l abstractions and some ai is equal to k + l. We say that khas a �exible occurrence in a, in the ith argument of the variable X.Given a ��-pattern uni�cation problem, the transformation rules described inFigures 4 and 5 allow normalizing it into a solved form when it has solutions, or intoF otherwise.The main di�erences between pattern uni�cation and ��-uni�cation lie in thetreatment of �exible-rigid equations (see the rule Exp-app of [6]). When we havean equation of the form X[s] =?�� b, then if b is in the image of s, we can invert thesubstitution and we get the equation X =?�� b[s] (rule Invert). If the term b is notin the image of s there is an index occurring in this term but not in the substitutions. If this index has a rigid occurrence, then the equation has no solution (rulePruning1). When it is �exible, we can eliminate it by substituting the variable onits path (Pruning2). This allows us to bypass the Exp-app rule and also to solveall �exible-�exible equations. We are reduced this way to consider only equations ofthe form X =?�� b.Three cases may then occur. When X has no occurrence in b, X is replaced by beverywhere (rule Replace). If X occurs in b but not at top level, then the equationhas no solution (rule Occur-check). The third case is that of equations of the formX =?�� X[s] (rule Same-variable). Notice that in this case, since the terms X andX[s] have the same type, the substitution s has the form a1:::an: "n. INRIA



Uni�cation via Explicit Substitutions: The Case of Higher-Order Patterns 17Since there is no transformation introducing disjunctions, the unitary characterof ��-pattern uni�cation becomes trivial once the completeness and correctness ofthe rules is shown together with a terminating strategy of the rules application.3.2 Examples3.2.1 An succeeding exampleLet us show how these rules act on a simple example. Consider the pattern equation:�x �y �z (F z y) =?�� �x �y �z (z (G y x))In de Bruijn notation this equation is:���(F 1 2) =?�� ���(1 (G 2 3))Translating this equation by precooking yields:���(F ["3] 1 2) =?�� ���(1 (G["3] 2 3))Using Dec-� this equation simpli�es to:(F ["3] 1 2) =?�� (1 (G["3] 2 3))Using Exp-� four times we instantiate F by ��X and G by ��Y . So we get:X[2:1: "3] =?�� (1 (Y [3:2: "3]))Now consider the substitution 2:1: "3. The only de Bruijn number not occurring init is 3. This numbers occurs in the right-hand side in Y [3:2: "3]. Thus with the rulePruning2 we add the equation Y =?�� Z["]. With the rule Replace we get:X[2:1: "3] =?�� (1 (Z[2: "3]))Now 3 has no more occurrences in the right-hand side, thus the rule Invert yields:X =?�� (1 (Z[2: "3]))[2:1:Z 0: "2]X =?�� (2 (Z[1: "2]))This gives: F =?�� ��(2 (Z[1: "2]))RR n�3591



18 Gilles Dowek, Thérèse Hardin, Claude Kirchner, Frank Pfenning
Dec-� P ^ �Aa =?�� �Ab7!7!P ^ a =?�� bDec-app1 P ^ (n a1 : : : ap) =?�� (n b1 : : : bp)7!7!P ^ (Vi=1::p ai =?�� bi)Dec-app2 P ^ (n a1 : : : ap) =?�� (m b1 : : : bq)7!7!Fif n 6= mExp-� P7!7!9Y : (A � � ` B); P ^ X =?�� �AYif (X : � ` A! B) 2 Var(P ); Y 62 Var(P );and X is not a solved variableOccur-check P ^ X =?�� a7!7!Fif X 2 Var(a) and a has not the form X [s]Replace P ^ X =?�� a7!7!fX 7! ag(P ) ^ X =?�� aif X 2 Var(P ); X 62 Var(a) and a 2 X ) a 2 Var(P )Normalize P ^ a =?�� b7!7!P ^ a0 =?�� b0if a or b is not in long normal formwhere a0 (resp. b0) is the long normal form of a (resp. b) if a (resp. b) isnot a solved variable and a (resp. b) otherwiseFigure 4: PatternUnif: Rules for pattern uni�cation in ��: Part 1
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Uni�cation via Explicit Substitutions: The Case of Higher-Order Patterns 19Pruning1 P ^ X [s] =?�� b7!7!Fif b is an atomic pattern, s is a pattern substitution and some indexk has no occurrence in s but a rigid occurrence in bPruning2 P ^ X [s] =?�� b7!7!9Z(P ^ X [s] =?�� b ^ Y =?�� Z[1 : : : i� 1: "i])if b is an atomic pattern, s is a pattern substitution and some indexk has no occurrence in s and a �exible occurrence in b in the ithargument of the variable YInvert P ^ X [s] =?�� b7!7!P ^ X =?�� b[s]if b is an atomic pattern, s is a pattern substitution and X does notoccur in b, all the de Bruijn indices occurring in b occur in sSame-variable P ^ X =?�� X [a1 : : : an: "n]7!7!9Y (P ^ X =?�� Y [i1 : : : ir: "n])where a1 : : : an: "n is a pattern substitution and i1 : : : ir are the indicessuch that ai = iFigure 5: PatternUnif: Rules for pattern uni�cation in ��: Part 2G =?�� ��(Z["])As shown below, we can translate these solutions back in �-calculus. WithAnti-Exp-�we get Z =?�� (H["] 1) and: F =?�� ��(2 (H["2] 1))G =?�� ��(H["2] 2)which is the pre-cooking of: F =?�� ��(2 (H 1))G =?�� ��(H 2)
RR n�3591



20 Gilles Dowek, Thérèse Hardin, Claude Kirchner, Frank Pfenningi.e.: F =?�� �u �v (u (H v))G =?�� �u �v (H u)3.2.2 An example failing by the rule Pruning1�x �y �z (F z y) =?�� �x �y �z (x (G y x))we get: X[2:1: "3] =?�� (3 (Y [3:2: "3]))3 has now a rigid occurrence in the right-hand side and the system fails by the rulePruning1.3.2.3 An example failing by the rule Occur check�x �y �z (F x y z) =?�� �x �y �z (z (F z y x))we get: X =?�� (1 (X[3:2:1: "3]))and the system fails by occur check.3.3 Correctness and completenessWe can now show that the PatternUnif rules are correct and complete.Proposition 11 Any rule r in PatternUnif is correct (i.e. P 7!7!r P 0 ) U��(P 0) �U��(P )) and complete (i.e. P 7!7!r P 0 ) U��(P ) � U��(P 0)).Proof: This needs to be proved only for the rules in Figure 5 since the other havebeen proved correct and complete in [6] in the more general case of any ��-uni�cation problem.Pruning1 is obviously correct. It is complete because if k has a rigid occur-rence in b then for any grafting �, k has a rigid occurrence in �b. Thus by theinversion lemma �b is not in the image of s and the problem X[s] = b has nosolutions.Pruning2 is obviously correct. Let us prove it is complete.
INRIA



Uni�cation via Explicit Substitutions: The Case of Higher-Order Patterns 21Let � be a grafting such that (�X)[s] = �b and let Y [c1 : : : cp: "n] be thesubterm of b under l abstractions such that ci = k + l. Then i does not occurin �Y .Indeed, if i occurred in �Y then k + l would occur in (�Y )[c1 : : : cq: "n] thus(rigid path) k would occur in �b, and by the inversion lemma �b would not bein the image of s.Thus by the inversion lemma �Y is in the image of the substitution 1:2 : : : i�1: "i. Let d be the term such that �Y = d[1:2 : : : i� 1: "i] then � [ f< Z; d >gis a solution to the generated problem.Invert is correct by Proposition 5. Let us prove it is complete. If �X = �(b[s])then �(X[s]) = �(b[s][s]). By proposition 8, b is the image of s thus b[s][s] = band �(X[s]) = �b.Same-variable is obviously correct, let us prove it is complete.Let � be a grafting solution to the initial problem.We have �X = (�X)[a1 : : : an: "n]. Thus by the proposition 9, all the indicesoccurring in �X are among i1; : : : ; ir; n + 1; n + 2; : : : Thus by the inversionlemma, �X is in the image of i1 : : : ir: "n. Let c such that �X = c[i1 : : : ir: "n],the grafting � [ f< Y; c >g is a solution to the problem. 23.4 A uni�cation algorithmWe should now show how the rules in PatternUnif can be used in order to solvea ��-pattern uni�cation problem, i.e., reduce it to a ��-pattern solved form. We�rst check that atomic pattern uni�cation problems are stable under the uni�cationtransformations, i.e. applying a uni�cation rule of PatternUnif (except the rulesAnti-*) on an atomic pattern problem yields an atomic problem after normalization.Then one can prove that an atomic pattern uni�cation problem is in normal form forthe rules in PatternUnif (except the rules Anti-*), if it is either F or a in solvedform.Proposition 12 An atomic pattern uni�cation problem is in normal form for therules in PatternUnif , if it is either F or a ��-pattern solved form.Proof: Solved forms are obviously normal.Conversely consider an atomic pattern uni�cation problem. If it does not havethe form X[s] =?�� b or X =?�� b then one of the Dec-* rule applies. If it hasRR n�3591



22 Gilles Dowek, Thérèse Hardin, Claude Kirchner, Frank Pfenningthe form X[s] =?�� b then one of the rules Pruning1, Pruning2 or Invertapplies. If it has the form X =?�� b then either X has an occurrence in band one of the rules Occur check or Same-variable applies. If X has nooccurrence in b then either the rule Replace applies or the equation is solved.2Proposition 13 The above strategy in the application of the PatternUnif rules isterminating on atomic pattern problems.Proof: After any application of Pruning2 or Same-variable the rule Replace isapplicable, after any application of Invert and Normalize one of the rulesOccur-check, Same-variable or Replace is applicable. Thus on a unsolvedform one of these sequences can be applied.� Dec-*� Pruning1� Pruning2;Replace� Invert;Normalize;Occur-check� Invert;Normalize;Same-variable;Replace� Invert;Normalize;Replace.� Same-variable;Replace� ReplaceAt each application, the sum of the sizes of the contexts of the unsolved vari-ables decreases, but for the rule Dec-* that keeps the sum of the sizes of thecontexts of the unsolved variables and decreases the size of the problem. 2The main result becomes now clear since any problem either has no solution orcan be transformed into an equivalent solved problem with no disjunction:Proposition 14 Uni�cation of atomic ��-patterns is decidable and unitary.Proof: The PatternUnif rules are correct and complete, and using the strategydescribed above, their application on any ��-pattern uni�cation problem ter-minate. This yields either failure when the initial problem has no solution ora unique ��-pattern solved form. 2
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Uni�cation via Explicit Substitutions: The Case of Higher-Order Patterns 23For non-atomic pattern problems the application of the rules (Exp-�; Replace;Normalize) is trivially terminating and yields an atomic pattern problem. Thus:Theorem 1 Uni�cation of ��-patterns is decidable and unitary.If the problem we start with is the pre-cooking of some problem in �-calculus ina context �, then we may want to translate back the solved problem in �-calculus.This can be done with the rules Anti-*.But we need to prove the following invariants of transformations.Proposition 15 The PatternUnif rules preverve the following properties:1. the context of the ��-pattern uni�cation problem has the form A1 : : : An:�,2. for every variable X, the context �X has the form B1 : : : Bp:�,3. for every subterm X[a1 � � � ap: "n] of a derived problem we have p � j�X j � j�j.Proof: � For the rule Pruning1 the conservation of invariants is trivial.� For the rule Pruning2, the variable Y occurs in a subterm of the formY [a1: : : : ap: "n] thus we have �Y = A1 : : : Ap:B1 : : : Bq� The context of Zis A1 : : : Ai�1Ai+1ApB1 : : : Bq�. and in Z[1 : : : (i� 1): "i] we have i� 1 �p� 1 � (p� 1) + q.� For the rule Invert, as the equation X[s] =?�� b veri�es the invariant wehave �X = A1 : : : Ap:C1 : : : Cq� and thus the context of the equation is� = B1 : : : Bn:C1 : : : Cq�. The substitution s = e1 : : : en: "p is such thatevery ei is well typed in �X and is either a de Bruijn index or a variable.Then we have n � n+ q thus, by the case 2 of proposition 4.6 of [6] thenormal form of b[s] veri�es the invariant.� For the rule Same-variable we have �X = A1 : : : AnB1 : : : Bq�. Thecontext of Y is Ai1 : : : AirB1 : : : Bq:�. and in Z[i1 : : : ir: "n] we have r �n � n+ q.� The other rules are proved to verify this invariant in [6].2So we are now in shape to state a similar theorem as for full uni�cation in ��-calculus.RR n�3591



24 Gilles Dowek, Thérèse Hardin, Claude Kirchner, Frank PfenningAnti-Exp-� P7!7!9Y (P ^ X =?�� (Y ["] 1))if X 2 Var(P ) such that �X = A:�0Xwhere Y 2 X ; and TY = A! TX ;�Y = �0XAnti-Dec-� P ^ a =?�� b7!7!P ^ �Aa =?�� �Abif a =?�� b is well-typed in a context � = A:�0Figure 6: AntiRulesTheorem 2 The most general uni�er of a higher-order pattern uni�cation problema =?�� b can be obtained by pre-cooking followed by the application of the PatternUnifrules under the strategy we have described and ended by the Anti-* rules given inFigure 6 and back-cooking.In comparison with the standard presentation of pattern uni�cation, our presen-tation does not need mixed pre�xes to simplify abstractions. Here we just reap thebene�t of the encoding of scopes constraints in the calculus itself [6]. Similarly, theraising step is merely our Anti-Exp-� rule. Most �exible-rigid and �exible-�exiblecases can be uniformly reduced to inversion of a pattern substitution, with the caseof two identical head variables being the only exception (rule Same-variable).4 Towards an e�cient implementationThe literal interpretation of the algorithm in Section 3.4 is still quite impractical.For example, pruning is done one variable at a time, and so the right-hand side of avariable/term equation would have to be traversed and copied many times. In thissection we present an algorithm which is close to the actual e�cient implementationof pattern uni�cation in the MLF (modular LF) language [9] and in the system Twelf[26].Since we generalize pattern uni�cation to a constraint simpli�cation algorithmwhich does not require the pattern restriction, we use � and � to range over patternsubstitutions, later to be distinguished from arbitrary substitutions.
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Uni�cation via Explicit Substitutions: The Case of Higher-Order Patterns 254.1 Atomic weak head normal formsThe rule Normalize is not practical, since it is in general too expensive to reducethe whole term into normal form, perhaps only to discover later that the two termswe unify disagree in their top-level constructor. Instead, we transform the term onlyinto weak head-normal form (see also [2]).De�nition 10 A ��-term a is in atomic weak head-normal form if it has the form:� �Aa, where a is arbitrary,� (n a1 : : : ap) where a1; : : : ; ap are arbitrary,� X[s] where s is arbitrary.Proposition 16 If every meta-variable in a has atomic type, then a has an atomicweak head-normal form.Proof: Head reduction is a complete strategy for well-typed terms. 2If a contains meta-variables with non-atomic type, we can obtain an equivalentterm (with respect to uni�cation) by instantiating functional variables with newvariables of lower type (see rule Exp-� in Figure 4). This instantiation must berecorded as an equation, so converting a term to atomic weak head-normal formmay introduce new constraints.So as not to clutter the notation, we assume a global constraints store CS towhich new equations may be added during the transformations. In its simplest form(e.g., when all terms are patterns), CS represents a substitution. We write ba forthe atomic weak head-normal form of a obtained by successive head reductions asmodeled in the ��-calculus. As noted, this operation may add equations to theconstraints store.4.2 Constraints transformationsIn this section we postulate (and maintain) that in an equation all terms are inatomic weak head-normal form unless the equation is solved, that is, of the formX =?�� b where X does not occur in b. Furthermore, solved variables are immedi-ately propagated so that X is replaced by b throughout the other constraints, i.e.,Replace is applied eagerly. In the implementation, this is modeled by an e�cientdestructive update of a pointer associated with X in the manner familiar from Prologimplementations.RR n�3591



26 Gilles Dowek, Thérèse Hardin, Claude Kirchner, Frank PfenningAA a1 a2 =?�� b1 b2 ! a1 =?�� b1 ^ ba2 =?�� bb2LL �Aa =?�� �Ab ! ba =?�� bbLT �Aa =?�� b ! ba =?�� \(b["]1) if b is not of the form �Ab1TL b =?�� �Aa ! ba =?�� \(b["]1) if b is not of the form �Ab1NN = n =?�� n ! TNN 6= n =?�� m ! F if n 6= mNA n =?�� b1 b2 ! FAN b1 b2 =?�� n ! FVV X[�] =?�� X[�] ! X =?�� Y [� \ �]VT X[�] =?�� b ! X =?�� b[�]�1 if b[�]�1 exists and X not rigid in NF (b)TV b =?�� X[�] ! X =?�� b[�]�1 if b[�]�1 exists and X not rigid in NF (b)OC1 X[�] =?�� b ! F if neither VV nor VT appliesOC2 b =?�� X[�] ! F if neither VV nor TV appliesFigure 7: Practical transformationsThe PatternUnif rules can be implemented by the transformation rules de-scribed in Figure 7 with the auxiliary operations �\� and a[�]�1 which are explainedbelow.The main di�erences between the PatternUnif rules and the implemented onesare the following. The �-expansion is done lazily by the rules LT and TL. Thedecomposition of applications is done incrementally, using the fact that applicationsare always rigid terms since meta-variables are assumed to be atomic. The ruleSame-variable is replaced by the computation of the substitution � \ �. Invertinga substitution and applying the inverse to a term is now a single operation. Pruningis replaced by adding equations during this operation. We also omit the context �which could be reconstructed easily.The rules VT, TV, OC1 and OC2 contain side conditions on occurrences of ameta-variable X in a term. For the pattern fragment, any meta-variable occurrenceis rigid, so simply the occurrence or absence of X from the normal form of b is inquestion. These rules remain valid under the generalization away from patterns insection 5.4, but only if we restrict the occurrences to be rigid. In the actual imple-mentation this is not checked separately (which would require expensive traversaland possibly normalization of b), but simultaneously with the computation of b[�]�1in rules VT and TV. INRIA



Uni�cation via Explicit Substitutions: The Case of Higher-Order Patterns 27Given two pattern substitutions � and � with the same domain and co-domain,we de�ne � \ � by: i:� \ i:� = 1:((� \ �)� ")i:� \ j:� = (� \ �)� " if i 6= ji:�\ "n = i:� \ (n+ 1): "n+1"m \j:� = (m+ 1): "m+1 \j:�"n \ "n = idNote that "n \ "m for n 6= m cannot arise, since the substitutions are requiredto have the same domain and co-domain.4.3 Inverting substitutionsThe properties from Section 2 show that the right inverse of a pattern substitutionexists. The proof of this property is constructive and implicitly de�nes an algorithmto compute this inverse. In this section we write out another version of this algorithmin a form amenable to an e�cient implementation.Assume we have: � ` b : A� ` � : �where b is in atomic weak head-normal form. We de�ne b[�]�1 so that � ` b[�]�1 : Aand (b[�]�1)[�] = b if b[�]�1 exists and b contains no free variables. If b does containfree variables, then the inversion may generate some additional constraints (as in thepruning rules). In that case we have (b[�]�1)[�] = b only modulo the solution to thegenerated constraints. We need to de�ne the operation mutually recursively with� � ��1, where: � ` � : �0� ` � : �and then � ` � � ��1 : �0 and (� � ��1) � � = � if � � ��1 exists.The application of an inverse substitution is described in Figure 8. In the �nalcase, � 0 = � j � is the pruning substitution which guarantees that (� 0 � �) � ��1 exists.Such a pruning substitution always exists but we must take care to construct it such
RR n�3591



28 Gilles Dowek, Thérèse Hardin, Claude Kirchner, Frank PfenningA (a1 a2)[�]�1 = (a1[�]�1) ( ba2[�]�1)L (�Aa)[�]�1 = �A(ba[1:(�� ")]�1)NK > n["k]�1 = n� k if n > kNK � n["k]�1 fails if n � kND = n[n:�]�1 = 1ND 6= n[m:�]�1 = (n[�]�1)["] if n 6= mD (a:�) � ��1 = a[�]�1:(� � ��1)UD1 "m � (a:�)�1 = ("m � ��1)� " if m � aUD2 "m � (a:�)�1 = ((m+ 1): "m+1) � (a:�)�1 if m < aUU1 "m � ("n)�1 = "m�n if m � nUU2 "m � ("n)�1 = (m+ 1): "m+1 � ("n)�1 if m < nV+ (Y [�])[�]�1 = Y [� � ��1] if � � ��1 existsV� (Y [�])[�]�1 = Y 0[(� 0 � �) � ��1] if � � ��1 does not exist,adding constraint Y =?�� Y 0[� 0] where � 0 = � j �and Y 0 is a new meta-variableFigure 8: Inverse Computationsthat no solutions are lost. It is de�ned by:(b:�) j � = 1:((� j �)� ") if b[�]�1 exists(b:�) j � = (� j �)� " if b[�]�1 does not exist"m j (a:�) = "m j � if m � a"m j (a:�) = (m+ 1): "m+1 j (a:�) if m < a"m j "n = (m+ 1): "m+1 j "n if m < n"m j "n = id if m � n4.4 Constraint simpli�cation: the general caseExtensive practical experience with languages like �Prolog and Elf has shown that astatic restriction of the language to employ only patterns in their terms is too severe.An empirical study con�rming this observation can be found in [15]. These exper-iments suggest an operational model, whereby equations which lie entirely withinthe pattern fragment of the typed �-calculus should be solved immediately withthe pattern uni�cation algorithm. Others (including certain �ex-rigid and �exible-�exible equations) should be postponed as constraints in the hope that they willbe instantiated further by solutions to other constraints. Such a general scheme ofdeduction with constraints has been studied in �rst order logic with equality [11]INRIA



Uni�cation via Explicit Substitutions: The Case of Higher-Order Patterns 29and has shown a fundamental improvement in the theorem proving techniques [13].In our situation, this technique avoids all branching during constraint simpli�cation(as opposed to Huet's algorithm, for example). The resulting pattern simpli�cationalgorithm is described in [23] in the framework of the Elf programming language.The implementation [25] is practical, but not nearly as e�cient as uni�cation wouldbe for a language such as Prolog. Some of these ine�ciencies can be addressed usinga calculus of explicit substitutions.While not all problems have been solved, we believe that such a treatment isan important and essential step forward. The ideas below should also apply toNadathur's environment calculus [20, 21, 18], which was designed for an e�cientimplementation of Huet's uni�cation algorithm in the context of �Prolog.If we relax the pattern restriction, atomic weak head-normal forms can now alsobe of the form X[s], where s is not a pattern substitution. Throughout the remainderof this section we use s for substitutions which are not pattern substitutions.The constraint transformation rules from Section 4.2 do not change, except thatnow there are additional cases where no rules apply. These remaining constraintshave the form X[s] =?�� a where:� a = n,� a = a1 a2,� a = Y [t], or� a = Y [�] such that s���1 does not exist or would generate unsolved constraints.In the rules for inverse application of substitutions in Section 4.3, we have to con-sider versions of the rulesV+, V�, andD where � may not be a pattern substitution,as described in Figure 9.One could safely omit V2+ and unconditionally apply V2 =, but in practice thissometimes leaves constraints with an obvious principal solution.This generalized algorithm still always terminates. If it succeeds without un-solved constraints, the induced answer substitution is guaranteed to be a principalsolution. If it fails there is no solution. If some constraints remain there may ormay not be a solution, and the algorithm is therefore not as complete as Huet's.However, the remaining constraints and the original constraints have the same set ofsolutions (restricted to the original variables), and we are thus free to employ otheralgorithms to determine satis�ability of remaining constraints at the end if we wish.The algorithm is also obviously still sound and complete for uni�cation problemsconsisting entirely of patterns.RR n�3591



30 Gilles Dowek, Thérèse Hardin, Claude Kirchner, Frank PfenningD2 (a:t) � ��1 = a[�]�1:(t � ��1)V2+ (Y [t])[�]�1 = Y [t � ��1] if t � ��1 exists without introducing newunsolved constraintsV2 = (Y [t])[�]�1 = Y 0 if t � ��1 does not exist or would addunsolved constraints, adding constraintY [t] =?�� Y 0[�] for a new meta-variable Y 0.Figure 9: General inverse computationIn practice it has proved superior to Huet's algorithm in many cases, primarilybecause the latter makes non-deterministic choices which may have to be undone andbacktracked later. Furthermore, we have the guarantee that any produced solutionwithout remaining constraints is indeed a most general solution, which is important,for example, in type reconstruction.5 Related and future workNadathur [20, 21, 18] has independently developed a calculus quite similar to explicitsubstitutions and sketched an implementation of Huet's algorithm for higher-orderuni�cation in it. Another solution has been adopted in Prolog/Mali [4]. As far aswe know, nobody has already considered this question for patterns or constraints.Qian [27] gives a linear algorithm for higher-order pattern uni�cation, but to ourknowledge it has never been implemented and its practicality remains open. He alsodoes not consider more general constraints.One question we plan to consider in future work is if an explicit substitutioncalculus might be exposed at the level of the programming language, rather thanremain con�ned to the implementation. This raises a number of tantalizing possibil-ities as pointed out by Duggan [8]. Another point of interest will be to investigateequational patterns uni�cation. This has very useful applications but could probablynot be consider as a simple specialisation of the general case developped in [12], asshown in [3].Besides MLF [9] and Twelf [26], the ALF system [14] also employs an explicitsubstitution calculus with dependent types and makes it available to the user, butits operational properties (such as uni�cation) have not yet been fully investigated.
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